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ABSTRACT This paper aims to develop an original circuit theory of inductorless NGD topology. The
considered passive cell comprised of resistor and capacitor elements without inductor operates as a bandpass
(BP) NGD function. The specifications of NGD functions are defined. Generally, the BP NGD fully lumped
circuits available in the literature operate with resonant RLC-network. In the introduced research work,
a lumped circuit was first time identified to exhibit the BP behavior without the presence of inductive
component. The inductorless BP NGD topology is inspired from the combination of low-pass (LP) and
high-pass (HP) NGD passive cells. Therefore, an original LP-HP NGD composite topology is obtained. The
identified BP NGD topology is constituted only by passive RC-networks. Then, theoretical development
of BP NGD analysis is explored. The inductorless circuit theory starts with the identification of BP NGD
canonical form. Then, the expressions of NGD value, center frequency and attenuation in function of
RC-network parameters are established. The synthesis equations allowing to determine the resistor and
capacitor elements are derived. Proofs-of-concept are designed and prototypes are fabricated to verify the
effectiveness of the developed LP-HP NGD composite theory. To validate the developed original circuit
theory, two prototypes of RC-network based LP-HP NGD composite were designed, fabricated, simulated
and tested. The two prototypes were synthesized with respect to two different NGD center frequencies
13.5 MHz and 22 MHz. As expected, the calculated, simulated and measurement results are in very good
agreement with NGD value of about some negative nanoseconds. In the future, the characterized inductorless
topology enable to overcome the traditional limitations of RLC-network based BP NGD circuits because of
inductance self-effect limitation.

INDEX TERMS Bandpass (BP) negative group delay (NGD), low-pass/high-pass (LP-HP) NGD composite,
circuit theory, inductorless passive topology.

I. INTRODUCTION
The natural or artificial unintentional noise and group delay
(GD) effects [1], [2] are one of the most critical phenomena
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that degrade the performance of electronic circuits. Different
alternative technical solutions were explored to overcome this
undesirable effect. Topologies and design methods of various
filters were explored to minimize this effect.

In brief, the filter functions are found at different stages
of electronic systems and they constitute the most familiar
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electronic functions [3], [4]. In filter theory, we can find three
basic filter categories: low-pass (LP), high-pass (HP), and
bandpass (BP) behaviors [3], [4]. To increase the communi-
cation system performances, new generations of filters based
on zeroth order resonance (ZOR) metamaterials have been
introduced [5]–[7]. These metamaterial-based filters [5]–[7]
are designed, under particular concept, combining left- and
right-handed cells.

In parallel with the filter design revolution, it was reported
that certain metamaterials are capable to operate with nega-
tive refractive index (NRI) [8], [9]. Such metamaterial struc-
tures generate naturally the negative group delay (NGD)
effect which is analytically linked to the NRI [8], [9]. The
existence of the NGD effect was firstly experimented with
optical NRI structures [10], [11]. The repeatability of the
NGD experimentation was approved with pulse signal propa-
gation through NRI media [10]–[12]. Due to its counterintu-
itive effect, the NGD effect was a breakthrough for physicists
but also for the electronic design engineers. The NGD effect
was theoretically and experimentally investigated with active
lumped circuits in [12]. It was emphasized that the NGD
effect does not contradict the causality principle [13].

To alleviate the issues related to the signal delay [2], [14],
equalization techniques using NGD circuits were intro-
duced [15]–[18]. Behind this NGD tentative application,
the NGD circuits were implemented differently. For example,
in [10], [11], the NGD circuits were used to design stop-
band and GD equalized BP filters. Other RF and microwave
applications were proposed as compensation of oscillators,
filters, and communication systems [19]. The NGD cir-
cuits were also integrated in the phased array antenna sys-
tem [20] and to design non-Foster elements [21], [22].
Despite these initiative applications, further research work
for understanding and interpretation of the NGD function
is necessary. It was emphasized that the NGD function
can be generated with various aspects as the NRI metama-
terials [10], [11], interference technique [23], [24], active
resonator-based distributed circuits [25], microwave transver-
sal filter approach [26], and microstrip circuits [27]–[30].
Mostly research work on the NGD circuit design in last
decade was essentially focused on the low-loss and com-
pact passive circuits [8], [9], [20]–[24], [27]–[30]. However,
the interpretation of the NGD effect in microstrip circuits
raises curious questions for electronic design engineer’s non-
specialist of NGD function.

A fundamental and academic approach to answer to this
curiosity was the initiation of analogy between the filter and
NGD behavior [31]–[33]. Based on this similitude behavior,
the concept of LP [32] and HP [33] NGD functions was
introduced and verifiedwith linear lumped circuits. The filter-
NGD analogy opens an unfamiliar way to analyze and design
innovative NGD circuits. It can analytically be identified
by transfer function (TF) and topological analysis that the
fundamental classification of this RF and microwave NGD
circuits, available in the literature, belongs to the BP NGD
category [17]–[30]. It can also be remarked that these diverse

BPNGDcircuits [17]–[30] operate, generally, with use of res-
onant RLC-networks. The theoretical approaches proposed in
the most of NGD theory state that NGD center frequencies
are equal to the resonance frequency. We demonstrate in the
present paper, thanks to the similarity between the filter and
NGD behavior, that this statement is not always the case
for some particular inductorless topologies. Untypical NGD
topologies constituted only by resistor and capacitor lumped
components will be originally explored in this paper.

The paper is mainly organized in four different sections
described as follows:
• Section II presents the generality on the unfamiliar NGD
function. The general approach is based on the consid-
eration of two port system GD expression. Then, based
on the graphic representation, the specifications of LP,
HP and BP functions are defined.

• Section III focuses on the original circuit theory of
inductorless BPNGD topology. The LP andHP compos-
ite circuit to synthesize a BP NGD function will be spec-
ified. The LP, HP and BP NGD topologies are based on
only resistor and capacitor components or RC-networks
without self-inductance.

• Section IV elaborates the BP NGD analysis and synthe-
sis. The BP NGD canonical form will be expressed from
the LP-HP NGD composite voltage transfer function
(VTF) analysis. The synthesis design equation of induc-
torless circuit in function of the BP NGD specifications
will be formulated.

• Section V is dedicated to the discussion on the inductor-
less BP NGD circuit validation results. The developed
BP NGD analysis is limited to the VTF approach. The
present study does not take into account the reflec-
tion effect as investigated in [34]. Comparison between
calculation, simulation, and measurement by designing
proofs of concept (PoC) and also fabricating two circuit
prototypes in hybrid technology will be discussed.

• Section VI is reserved to the conclusion of the paper.

II. PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION OF NGD
FUNCTION SPECIFICATIONS
This section describes the general representation of the topol-
ogy as a two-port system. The GD expression is derived from
theVTF associated to the system. Then, the concept of LP-HP
NGD composite topology is defined. The topology will be
elaborated for the inductorless BP NGD circuit theory.

A. ANALYTICAL GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Our topological approach is fundamentally developed by
means of circuit and system theory. Accordingly, we consider
the black box representation of the two-port system intro-
duced in Fig. 1. The input and output voltages are denoted
U1 and U2 and the access currents by I1 and I2, respectively.
The analytical representation is given by the generalized

Ohm’s law: [
U1(s)
U2(s)

]
= [Z (s)]×

[
I1(s)
I2(s)

]
. (1)
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FIGURE 1. Two-port black box system represented by its impedance
matrix.

where s = jω is the Laplace variable by denoting the angular
frequency, ω. The associated Z-matrix is analytically repre-
sented by:

[Z (s)] =
[
Z11(s) Z21(s)
Z21(s) Z11(s)

]
. (2)

The VTF derived from this Z-matrix is given by:

T (s) =
U2(s)
U1(s)

∣∣∣∣
I2=0

. (3)

By taking into account definition (1), this VTF can be rewrit-
ten as:

T (s) =
Z21(s)
Z11(s)

. (4)

So far, the NGD functions are not simply familiar to the non-
specialist electronic engineers. To increase the non-specialist
familiarity, we propose the basic specifications of LP, HP
and BP NGD functions. The preliminary definitions of NGD
function specifications will be described in the following
paragraphs.

B. RECALL ON THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN PARAMETERS
The analysis of the VTF should be performed in the frequency
domain. Themain approach of the frequency domain analysis
depends on the magnitude and phase basically defined by:

T (ω) =

∣∣∣∣Z21(jω)Z11(jω)

∣∣∣∣ (5)

ϕ(ω) = arg [Z21(jω)]− arg [Z11(jω)] . (6)

The frequency dependent GD response is defined by:

GD(ω) = −
∂ϕ(ω)
∂ω

. (7)

This system is an NGD function if we can find an angular
frequency, ωx > 0, where

GD(ωx) < 0. (8)

The NGD cut-off frequencies are the roots of equation:

GD(ω) = 0. (9)

The generalization of this analytical approach for NGD func-
tions can be done by analogy with the filters.

FIGURE 2. (a) LP, (b) HP, and (c) BP NGD ideal responses.

C. LP, HP, AND BP NGD FUNCTION
SPECIFICATION INTRODUCTION
The ideal responses of the LP, HP, and BP NGD functions are
represented in Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b), and Fig. 2(c), respectively.

As initial step of the circuit design, the desired specifi-
cations must be chosen. For example, in the present paper,
the main desired specifications are defined by given the real
parameters of magnitude:

0 < A < 1 (10)

and GD values: 
τl > 0
τh > 0
τh0 > 0
τ0 > 0.

(11)

Similar to the filter responses, the NGD ones can also be
specified with the consideration of the NGD flatness. For
this reason, these LP, HP and BP ideal responses depicted
in Figs. 2 are defined with the shaded area and also some
limitations corresponding to the probable ripple of the NGD
value in the NGD bandwidth.

1) NGD CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES AND BANDWIDTHS (BW)
The NGD cut-off angular frequencies of the LP, HP, and BP
NGD functions are given by, respectively:

ωl = 2π fl (12)

ωh = 2π fh (13)
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and {
ωa = 2π fa
ωb = 2π fb.

(14)

The NGDBWs of LP and BP GD responses are expressed as:{
BWLP−NGD = ωl

BWBP−NGD = ωb − ωa.
(15)

There are several ways to define the NGD center frequency
related to the BPNGD response. The most practical one is the
choice of center frequency with the possibility of analytical
expression consideration. Let consider the center frequency
defined by:

ω0 = 2π f0 =
√
ωaωb. (16)

2) TF MAGNITUDE
Under this ideal supposition, the LP, HP, and BP VTF mag-
nitudes can be assumed equal to constant:

|T (jω)| = A (17)

where the NGD BWs belongs to the angular frequency (ω ∈
BWNGD). To simplify the circuit synthesis, we can consider:

• The synthesis of LP NGD circuit can be performed at
very low frequencies under the desired magnitude value:

TLP(ω ≈ 0) = A. (18)

• The BP NGD function around the center frequency,
as given in (16):

TBP(ω0) = A. (19)

3) GD VALUES
The NGD cut-off frequencies of LP, HP, and BP TFs are
analytically determined by the equations:

GD(ωl) = 0
GD(ωh) = 0
GD(ωa) = 0
GD(ωb) = 0.

(20)

The other equations of the LP, HP and BP NGD circuit
syntheses are based on the GDs. At very low frequencies,
we denote the GD values of LP and HP NGD functions:{

GDLP(ω ≈ 0) = −τl
GDHP(ω ≈ 0) = τh0

(21)

The equation related to the BP NGD circuit synthesis is based
on the GD at the chosen center frequency:

GD(ω = ω0) = −τ0. (22)

FIGURE 3. Illustration of differences between the optimal frequencies of
(a) the magnitude and (b) GD minimal values.

D. OPTIMAL FREQUENCIES OF THE MAGNITUDE AND GD
MINIMAL VALUES
Two decade ago, research works revealed that the NGD
effect is induced with the absorption of anti-resonant phe-
nomenon [8], [9], [20]–[23], [26]–[29].Moreover, in themost
of NGD circuits studied, the NGD center frequency was
assumed as equal to the anti-resonant frequency. By curios-
ity, we are wondering about deep truth of this statement by
proposing the illustrative curves of TF magnitude (defined
in equation (5)), shown in Fig. 3(a), and the GD (defined in
equation (7)), shown in Fig. 3(b).

From this representation, we denote:
• The optimal frequency related to the magnitude by:

ωT = 2π fT . (23)

At this frequency, the magnitude should reach its mini-
mal value: 

∂T (ω)
∂ω

∣∣∣∣
ω=ωT

= 0

Tmin = T (ωT ) = T (ω0).
(24)

• The optimal frequency related to the GD is defined by:

ωGD = 2π fGD. (25)

• The GD at this frequency is defined by:
∂GD(ω)
∂ω

∣∣∣∣
ω=ωGD

= 0

GDmin = GD(ωGD).
(26)

So far, various topologies of BP NGD circuits were investi-
gated in the literature [8], [9], [20]–[23], [26]–[29]. However,
they are all identified with the typical resonance effect.
None of them was designed with inductorless topology.
The following section explores the original circuit theory of
LP-HP composite inductorless passive cell built with induc-
torless topology.
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FIGURE 4. Elementary LP NGD passive cell [33].

III. THEORIZATION OF INDUCTORLESS TOPOLOGY WITH
THE LP-HP NGD COMPOSITE CONCEPT
The most pragmatic manner to analyze theoretically elec-
tronic circuits is based on the TF responses. The analysis
depends on the function intended by the circuit. The present
section develops the NGD analysis and synthesis of the orig-
inal inductorless topology under study. The initiated theo-
rization is developed from the TF expression of the LP-HP
composite NGD circuit.

A. NGD ANALYSIS OF LP-HP NGD COMPOSITE
INDUCTORLESS CELL
The detailed NGD analysis of LP-HP NGD composite cell
is elaborated in the present subsection. By dealing with
inductorless aspect, the explored circuit is composed of only
resistor and capacitor components.

1) ANALYSIS OF LP NGD ELEMENTARY TOPOLOGY
CONSTITUTED BY RC-NETWORK
Fig. 4 represents an elementary topology of LP NGD passive
circuit comprised of resistors, R and Rl , and capacitors Cl .
The key impedance constituting this lumped component cell
can be defined by the expression:

Zl(s) =
Rl

1+ RlCls
(27)

The lumped circuit is identified as a system with input volt-
age, U1 and output voltage, U2.
Acting as an L-shape topology, the VTF of RC-network

based circuit shown in Fig. 4 can intuitively be determined
with the voltage divider principle:

TLP(s) =
R

Zl(s)+ R
(28)

The magnitude and NGD values derived from this VTF at
very low-frequencies are written as, respectively [31]:

TLP = TLP(ω ≈ 0) =
R

R+ Rl
(29)

GDLP = GDLP(ω ≈ 0) =
−R2l Cl
R+ Rl

. (30)

The associated NGD cut-off frequency is expressed as [31]:

ωl =

√
R+ Rl

RlCl
√
R
. (31)

We can understand from this formula that the circuit presents
GDLP(ω < ωl) < 0. Such a GD response belongs to the typ-
ical behavior of response shown in Fig. 2(a). Meanwhile, the

FIGURE 5. Elementary HP passive cell [33].

RlCl-parallel network-based cell shown in Fig. 4 is classified
as a first order LP NGD function.

2) ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTARY HP NGD TOPOLOGY
CONSITUTED BY RC NETWORK
Fig. 5 depicts the elementary passive cell dedicated to the
HP NGD function. This RC-network is comprised of lumped
components of resistors, R and Rh, and capacitor, Ch. The
specific impedance to this passive cell is expressed as:

Zh(s) = Rh +
1
Chs

. (32)

Similar to the previous case, the circuit analysis is referenced
by input voltage, U1, and output voltage, U2. The associated
VTF is equal to:

THP(s) =
Zh(s)

R+ Zh(s)
. (33)

At very low frequencies(ω ≈ 0), we can demonstrate that the
VTF magnitude and the NGD values are expressed respec-
tively as:

THP = THP(ω ≈ 0) = 1 (34)

GDHP = GDHP(ω ≈ 0) = RCh. (35)

We can notice that this GD is always positive, whenever the
circuit parameters are. The associated NGD cut-off frequency
is written as:

ωh =
1

Ch
√
Rh(R+ Rh)

. (36)

The GD is literally always negative when ω > ωh. Such a
behavior belongs to the GD response, shown in Fig. 2(b).
Meanwhile, the RC passive cell, introduced in Fig. 5, is
classified as a typical HP NGD function.

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE LP-HP NGD COMPOSITE
INDUCTORLESS CELL
An original topology of LP-HP NGD composite lumped cir-
cuit is inspired from the two previous LP and HP NGD cells.
This original passive topology is constituted by RlCl-parallel
and RhCh-series networks.

1) DESCRIPTION OF THE LP-HP NGD COMPOSITE CELL
The LP-HP NGD composite circuit is constituted by the
RlCl-parallel and the shunt RhCh-series networks. This cir-
cuit is undoubtedly an inductorless topology. The circuit
schematic is illustrated in Fig. 6.
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FIGURE 6. Elementary LP-HP NGD composite cell of inductorless
topology.

To demonstrate that the LP-HP NGD composite cell
behaves as BP NGD topology, we proceed with the VTF
elaboration. The VTF of this topology is generally expressed
as:

T (s) =
Zh(s)

Zl(s)+ Zh(s)
(37)

with impedances, Zl and Zh expressed in equation (27) and
equation (29). After substitution and simplification, the VTF
of the LP-HP NGD composite cell can be rewritten in details
as:

T (s) =
(RlCls+ 1)(RhChs+ 1)

RlClRhChs2 + (RlCl + RlCh + RhCh)s+ 1
. (38)

We can understand from the previous equation that the induc-
toless circuit introduced in Fig. 6 is a typical second order
linear system. The simplest elementary TF is necessary to
identify if a circuit topology can be classified as a BP NGD
function. A family of canonical form will be explored in the
following paragraph.

2) VTF CANONICAL FORM OF THE PROPOSED LP-HP NGD
COMPOSITE TOPOLOGY
The general expression of the canonical form can be derived
from the previously introducedVTF. Intuitively, the appropri-
ated canonical form can be written by the fractional formula:

T (s) =
s2 + ωns+ ω2

0

s2 + ωd s+ ω2
0

(39)

with the real positive coefficientsω0,ωn, andωd . The expres-
sions of these coefficient can be obtained by identification
with the rational fraction given in equation (38). Accordingly,
we have the basic parameters expressed in function of RC
network resistor and capacitor values can be formulated as:

ω0 =
1

√
RlClRhCh

(40)

ωn =
1

RlCl
+

1
RhCh

(41)

ωd =
RlCl + RlCh + RhCh

RlClRhCh
. (42)

Now, we need to demonstrate analytically why this topology
can be classified as a BP NGD function. In the following
section, deeper NGD analysis of the composite LP-HP cell
proposed in Fig. 6 will be developed in the following section.

IV. BP NGD ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS EQUATIONS OF
LP-HP COMPOSITE NGD INDUCTORLESS TOPOLOGY
The circuit theoretical analysis and synthesis constitute
essential approaches of BP NGD investigation. These
approaches serve to understand the typical function appro-
priated to our inductorless topology introduced in Fig. 6. The
analytical investigation on the NGD aspect in function of
the RlCl- and RhCh network parameters is developed in the
present section.

A. IDENTIFICATION OF INDUCTORLESS TOPOLOGY BP
NGD FUNCTION WITH EXPRESSION OF NGD
CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES
The existence of NGD cut-off frequencies as specified earlier
in Fig. 2(c) constitute one of the unrefutably proof of BPNGD
behavior. The present subsection is dedicated to this theoreti-
cal demonstration by means of the frequency responses of the
TF established in equation (38).

1) ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS OF THE FREQUENCY
DEPENDENT RESPONSES
The magnitude of our canonical TF can be expressed by
means of equation (5). Accordingly, we have the following
frequency dependent magnitude:

T (ω) =

√
(ω2

0 − ω
2)2 + ω2

nω
2√

(ω2
0 − ω

2)2 + ω2
dω

2
. (43)

The TF phase derived from equation (6) is given by:

ϕ(ω) = arctan

(
ωnω

ω2
0 − ω

2

)
− arctan

(
ωdω

ω2
0 − ω

2

)
. (44)

Emphatically, the GD defined in equation (7) becomes:

GD(ω) =

(ωd − ωn)(ω2
+ ω2

0)[
ω4
− (ωnωd + 2ω2

0)ω
2
+ ω4

0

][
ω4
+ (ω2

n − 2ω2
0)ω

2
+ ω4

0

][
ω4
+ (ω2

d − 2ω2
0)ω

2
+ ω4

0

] . (45)

2) NGD ANALYSIS AT PARTICULAR FREQUENCIES
At the frequencyω ≈ 0, the magnitude given in equation (43)
is equal to T (ω ≈ 0) = 1. The GD expressed previously in
equation (45) is simplified as:

GD(ω ≈ 0) =
ωd − ωn

ω2
0

. (46)

At the frequencyω = ω0, the magnitude of TF is transformed
as:

T (ω0) =
ωn

ωd
. (47)

Then, the GD expressed previously in equation (45) can be
simplified as:

GD(ω0) =
2(ωn − ωd )
ωnωd

. (48)
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It can be underlined from this last equation that when:

ωn < ωd (49)

the LP-HP composite circuit generate an NGD at ω = ω0.
Under this condition, equation (46) proves that the GD is
positive at ω ≈ 0. Because of the variation of GD from
positive value (at very low frequencies) to negative value
at ω = ω0, the cut-off frequencies should belong between
0 and ω0.

3) NGD CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES
We remind that the NGD cut-off frequencies associated to any
TF are the roots of the GD as defined in equation (9). In the
present case of study, we have the GD expressed as in (45).
It was stated that the NGD cut-off frequencies are the root
of equation (9). Meanwhile, the NGD cut-off frequencies are
also the root of numerator of the GD given in (45) which is the
root ofω4

−(ωnωd+2ω2
0)ω

2
+ω4

0 = 0. Subsequently, we can
demonstrate that our GD contains two cut-off frequencies,
which can be formulated as:

ωa =

√√√√
ω2
0 +

ωnωd −

√
ωnωd (4ω2

0 + ωnωd )

2
(50)

ωb =

√√√√
ω2
0 +

ωnωd +

√
ωnωd (4ω2

0 + ωnωd )

2
. (51)

The NGD cut-off frequencies of these two expressions satisfy
relation (16). It can be understood that when ωa < ω < ωb,
we have GD(ω) < 0. It means that the GD response belongs
to the case of response figured out in Fig. 2(c). In a nutshell,
the combination of LP and HP composite topology exposed
in Fig. 6 belongs to the BP NGD function classification.

4) NGD ANALYSIS IN FUNCTION OF THE
LP-HP RC PARAMETERS
The magnitude and GD of the TF, given in equation (47) and
in equation (48), respectively, can be expressed in function
of the LP-HP RC parameters. Substituting the expressions of
ω0 in equation (40), ωn in equation (41), and ωd in equation
(42), into the magnitude defined in equation (17), we have:

A =
RlCl + RhCh

RlCl + RlCh + RhCh
. (52)

The identical mathematical operation applied to the GD given
in equation (22) enables to express:

τ0 =
2RhClR2l C

2
h

(RlCl + RhCh)(RlCl + RlCh + RhCh)
. (53)

Before the elaboration of the design equations from these
analytical relations, a numerical investigation about the com-
parison of the TFmagnitude and GD optimal frequencies will
be explored in the next section.

FIGURE 7. Mappings of (a) GD optimal frequency and (b) product
between the magnitude optimal frequency and optimal GD value loglog
x- and y-axes.

B. COMPARISON OF THE OPTIMAL FREQUENCIES OF TF
MANITUDE AND GD MINIMUMS OF THE LP-HP
COMPOSITE TOPOLOGY
In many of BP NGD circuit design study, the optimal or anti-
resonance frequencies related to the magnitude and related
to the GD were assumed as identical. The present numeri-
cal investigation aims to illustrate their differences in func-
tion of the parameters of the canonical form expressed in
equation (39).

1) MAPPING OF THE GD OPTIMAL FREQUENCY VERSUS
CANONICAL FORM TF PARAMETERS
The present mapping numerical investigation is based on the
consideration of the GD analytical expression introduced in
equation (45). The x- and y-axes are represented by the varia-
tion of the denominator normalized frequency fn/f0 versus the
numerator fd /f0. The calculations were performed with fn/f0
varied from 0.01 to 100 whereas fd /f0 is varied from 0.001
and 1000.

The cartography of the ratio fGD/f0 is mapped in Figs. 7(a).
This numerical result enables to state that for any BP NGD
function defined by the canonical TF introduced in equation
(38), we have:

f0 6= fGD. (54)

By considering the GD given in equation (45), we can calcu-
late its product with the magnitude optimal frequency

ξ = ω0 · GD(fGD/f0). (55)

The obtained result is displayed in Fig. 7(b). It can be seen
that the GD cannot be negative in the certain zone represented
by the triangle area under loglog plots of x- and y-axes.

2) RELATION BETWEEN THE TF CANONICAL FORM
NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR
COEFFICIENTS AT GD(F)=0
To accurately identify the limit of NGD zone, the variation
of the denominator normalized frequency fd /f0 versus the
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FIGURE 8. Variation of denominator and numerator BP TF parameters
normalized with the TF magnitude optimal frequency: (a) linear and (b)
loglog plots.

numerator fn/f0 was also calculated from equation (16) by
means of GD expressed in equation (45). Doing this, the
normalized value of fd /f0 was swept from 0.01 to 2. Therefore,
we obtain the abacus of Figs. 8. In this range of value,
the maximal value of the numerator is slightly lower than 2.
It can be seen that a numerator parameter value corresponds
to two different values of denominator ones. In the present
case of study, we have singular behavior at the canonical form
parameters at fn = 2.071f0 and fd = 1.968f0.

3) MAPPING OF THE CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES FREQUENCY
VERSUS CANONICAL FORM TF PARAMETERS
The cartographies in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) represent the
mappings of the normalized cut-off frequencies, fa/f0 and
fb/f0 as function of (fd /f0, fn/f0). It can be seen that fa/f0 is
decreasing when fd /f0 and fn/f0 increase. However, we have
an inverse effect for fb/f0, which is increasing when fd /f0 and
fn/f0 increase.

C. DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS EQUATIONS OF LP-HP NGD
COMPOSITE CIRCUIT
We recall that the four main parameters of our BP NGD
circuit shown in Fig. 6 are Rl , Cl , Rh, and Ch. To determine
these parameters, the desired BP NGD specifications as the
resonance frequency, ω0, the attenuation, 0 < A < 1, and the
GD, τ0 > 0 must be initially chosen. Knowing this BP NGD
targeted objective, we can use the synthesis design equations
of the LP-HP NGD composite circuit to be introduced in the
following paragraphs.

1) FORMULATIONS OF THE RESISTOR AND CAPACITOR
COMPONENTS IN FUNCTION OF THE DESIRED
BP NGD SPECIFICATIONS
By inverting the system of equation (47) and equation (48)
given the attenuation, A, and the delay, τ0, we have the
synthesis formulas of the TF canonical form numerator and

FIGURE 9. Mappings of lower cut-off frequencies of BP NGD function
versus normalized numerator and denominator parameters in (a) loglog
and (b) in linear x- and y-axes.

denominator coefficients:

ωn =
2(1− A)
τ0

(56)

ωd =
2(1− A)
A τ0

. (57)

The determination of the RC components values can be per-
formed under LP, HP, and BP NGD response specifications:

τl =
1− A−

√
(ω0τ0)2 − (1− A)2

ω2
0τ0

(58)

τh =
τ0τl

2τl(1− A)− τ0
(59)

τlh =
2τ 2l (1− A)

2

A [2τl(1− A)− τ0]
. (60)

Therefore, by solving the equation related to the time constant
delay, we can establish the following relations:

Ch =
τh

Rh
(61)

Rl =
Rhτlh
τh

(62)

Cl =
τlτh

Rhτlh
(63)

by choosing an arbitrary value of Rh. It can be emphasized
form these equations that all values of parameters of the cell
introduced in Fig. 6 enables to generate the BPNGD function.

2) BP NGD EXISTENCE CONDITION WITH RESPECT TO THE
EXPECTED BP NGD SPECIFICATIONS
Now, we can express the cut-off frequencies associated to the
resonance frequency, ω0, the attenuation, A, and the delay,
τ0. This simplification can be performed by considering the
expressions of canonical parameters, given in equation (56)
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FIGURE 10. Cartographies of τ0min versus (A,f0) in (a) linear and
(b) logarithmic bar scale.

and equation (57) into equation (50) and equation (51). Con-
sequently, we have the cut-off frequencies:

ωa =

√√√√ (1− A)2

A2τ 20
+
ω2
0

2A
−

(1− A)

Aτ 20

√
ω2
0 +

(1− A)2

Aτ 20
(64)

ωb =

√√√√ (1− A)2

A2τ 20
+
ω2
0

2A
+

(1− A)

Aτ 20

√
ω2
0 +

(1− A)2

Aτ 20
. (65)

The existence of the NGD cut-off frequencies depends on
the sign of the quantities in the argument of root square
of equation (58). The following paragraph will define the
analytical condition of BP NGD existence condition.

3) BP NGD EXISTENCE CONDITION WITH RESPECT TO THE
EXPECTED BP NGD SPECIFICATIONS
The theoretical design equation established in the previous
paragraph depend on the specifications choice. The synthesis
equation does not work for all value of ω0, A, an τ0. Knowing
that Rl , Cl , and Ch are real positive, the existence condition
is analytically expressed as:

ω0τ0 ≥ 1− A. (66)

Otherwise, we have the minimal value:

τ0min =
1− A
ω0

. (67)

Figs. 10 illustrate the linear and logarithmic mapping plots
of the minimal GD. This cartography corresponds to the
variations of A between −10 dB and −0.1 dB and f0 from
0.1 GHz to 5 GHz.We can see that the minimal GD decreases
from 1.1 ns to 0.4 ps in the considered range of values.

To validate the developed LP-HP NGD composite cir-
cuit theory, a comparison between calculated, simulated,
and experimental results will be discussed in the following
section.

TABLE 1. Physical parameters of the substrate.

FIGURE 11. Design schematic of the simulated LP, HP and LP-HP NGD
circuit.

V. MESAUREMENT TESTS OF LP-HP COMPOSITE NGD
INDUCTORLESS CIRCUITS AND BP NGD FUNTION
VALIDATION RESULTS
The present section deals with the validation of the previous
theory of inductorless BP NGD topology. The design and
fabrication of inductorless circuit PoCs will be described.
Then, the calculated, simulated and simulated results will be
discussed. The calculations were performed with the Matlab
programming of the PoC VTFs. The simulation results dis-
cussed in the present section were run in the schematic envi-
ronment of the electronic and RF/microwave circuit simulator
ADS R©from Keysight Technologies R©.

A. DESCRIPTION OF LP-HP NGD
COMPOSITE PROTOTYPES
The PoCs of considered inductorless BP NGD circuits were
designed for the validation. These PoCs were implemented
on Cu-metalized FR4 dielectric substrate in hybrid tech-
nology. The substrate physical characteristics are addressed
in Table 1.

The circuit designs were performed with the application
of synthesis equations (61), (62), and (63), respectively.
The NGD circuit prototypes were designed and fabricated.
Fig. 11 shows the schematics of the designed LP, HP, and
LP-HP NGD composite circuits. The electrical parameters of
PoC1 and PoC2 are indicated in Table 2.
The photographs of the fabricated LP-HP NGD composite

prototype1 and prototype2 are displayed in Fig. 12(a) and
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TABLE 2. Parameters of the NGD PoC1 and PoC2.

FIGURE 12. Photographs of the fabricated LP-HP NGD (a) prototypes1
and (b) prototypes2.

in Fig. 12(b), respectively. These prototypes present physical
sizes, 29 mm × 18 mm and 26 mm × 17 mm, respectively.

B. DISCUSSION ON THE VALIDATION RESULTS
The validations of the LP-HP composite NGD topologies are
explored in the present subsection. The simulation and exper-
imental validations of the LP-HP composite NGD topologies
are explored in the present subsection.

1) EXTRACTION OF EXPERIMENTED VTF
The measurement of the inductorless NGD circuit VTF
magnitude and GD were carried out indirectly from two-
port frequency dependent S-parameters. Figs. 13 highlight
the experimental setup photograph. The measured data
were recorded in touchstone format. The tests were real-
ized with a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) Rohde &
Schwarz R©referenced ZVA 24 and specified by frequency
band from 10MHz to 24 GHz. Themeasured VTFmagnitude
andGDof the tested circuits were extracted fromS-parameter
to VTF transform relation. Comparisons between the cal-
culated (‘‘Calc.’’) and simulated (‘‘Sim.’’) results in the
frequency band from 100 kHz to 0.1 GHz with ADS R©,

FIGURE 13. LPHP NGD prototype experimental setup photograph.

and measured (‘‘Meas.’’) results in the frequency band from
10 MHz to 0.1 GHz will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.

2) RESULTS OF LP-HP NGD COMPOSITE POC1
The calculated, simulated, and measured VTF GDs of the LP,
HP and LP-HP composite NGD PoC1 are plotted in Figs. 14.
Those of the associated VTF magnitudes are displayed in
Figs. 15.

It can be pointed out that these comparative results present
a very good agreement. Table 3 presents the comparison of
NGD specifications. As expected in Fig. 14(a), the LP NGD
cell exhibits a cut-off frequency of about fLP = 75.4 MHz.
While the HP NGD cell cut-off frequency is of about fHP =
14.67 MHz as seen in Fig. 14(b). The VTF magnitude of LP
is increasing with frequency, while the HP one is decreas-
ing. The calculated, simulated, and measured GDs of LP-HP
composite circuit are introduced in Fig. 14(c). More impor-
tantly, it can be found that they are in very good agreement.
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FIGURE 14. Comparisons of calculated, simulated, and measured VTF GD
of (a) LP, (b) HP, and (b) LP-HP composite NGD prototype1.

FIGURE 15. Comparisons of calculated, simulated, and measured VTF
magnitude of (a) LP, (b) HP, and (b) LP-HP composite prototype1.

As expected, in the working frequency band, the LP-HP com-
posite circuit PoC1 behaves as a BP NGD function. The NGD
center frequency of approximately fGD = 21.75 MHz against

TABLE 3. Comparison of LP and HP NGD prototype specifications.

TABLE 4. Comparison of BP NGD prototype specifications.

FIGURE 16. Comparisons of calculated, simulated, and measured VTF GD
of (a) LP, (b) HP, and (b) LP-HP composite NGD prototype2.

the optimal frequency of VTF magnitude f0 = 33.4 MHz,
as indicated in Table 3. This confirms the shift between the
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FIGURE 17. Comparisons of calculated, simulated, and measured VTF
magnitude of (a) LP, (b) HP, and (b) LP-HP composite NGD prototype2.

GD and magnitude optimal frequencies identified in para-
graph IV-B-1. The LP-HP composite VTF attenuation at f =
fGD is about 6 dB.

3) RESULTS OF LP-HP NGD COMPOSITE POC2
Similar to the previous results of PoC1, as shown in
Figs. 16, the calculated, simulated, and measured GDs of
the NGD LP, HP, and LP-HP composite PoC2 are in excel-
lent correlation. The NGD circuit magnitudes are compared
in Figs. 17. Table 4 summarizes the NGD specifications
of PoC2. As expected in Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(b), in this
case, the LP and HP NGD cut-off frequencies are around
fLP = 57.54 MHz and fHP = 8.42 MHz. Once again, the
LP-HP NGD composite GD result of Fig. 16(c) confirms the
BP NGD behavior around center frequency of approximately
fGD = 13.4 MHz. As seen in Table 4, the magnitude and GD
optimal frequencies present a ratio of about f0/fGD ≈ 1.6.
It can be seen from Fig. 17(c) that the LP-HP composite VTF
attenuation is of about 7.8 dB.

The overall results of present study upholds that the BP
NGD function can be implemented with inductorless passive
circuit.

VI. CONCLUSION
An original theory of inductorless BP NGD topology is
investigated. The passive topology is implemented only with
resistor and capacitor components. After the NGD function
specification, NGD analyses of LP and HP cells are intro-
duced is elaborated. Then, the theoretical characterization

of LP-HP NGD composite cell. The canonical VTF of
the BP NGD topology serve to determine the constituting
RC-network parameter in function of the desired BP NGD
specifications.

The effectiveness of the developed inductorless BP NGD
theory is validated with PoCs and prototypes implemented
in hybrid topology. As expected, the calculation, simulation,
and measurement results are in very good correlation. It was
found that the shift between the optimal frequencies related
to the GD and VTF magnitude minimal values. In the next
step of the study, the inductorless topology will be modelled
based on S-matrix approach in order to take into account the
reflection effect. Comparisons with the existing NGD circuit
with particular attention on the reflection aspect as performed
in [24], [34] will be investigated.

The developed LP-HP NGD composite cell is very useful
for the RF and microwave applications where the miniature
NGD circuits are necessary. The identification of the BP
NGD topologies without inductor enables to overcome the
limitation of NGD circuit integration caused by the self-
inductance. The developed topologies present a flexibility for
the reconfigurability and the potential integration in the RF
and microwave circuits [35], [36].
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